Large and frequent variations of solar radiation can be observed in tropical climates with amplitudes reaching 800 W/m² and occurring within a short time interval, from few seconds to few minutes, according to the geographical location. Such fluctuations can be due for example to the dynamic of clouds which can be very complex and depend on cloud type, size, speed and spatial distribution and, more generally, due to some specific local meteorological conditions. In this work, we have led a statistical and dynamical analysis of time dependent global solar radiation sequences in Guadeloupe (F.W.I.) located in the East part of the lesser Antilles. It's the first land to receive the transported clouds by the trade winds, there is also cloud generation by convection process. This process is strongly time dependent. Consequently there is direct relation between this process and fluctuations on ground measured solar radiation signals. In this analysis we have used solar radiation data measured at 1 hz. We have classified time conditioned probability density functions (pdf) the clearness index kt. to ensure that the experimental probability density function (pdf) is well defined we have use the best information criterion to find the appropriate number of bins for each pdf. This classification allowed to identify different regimes of solar radiation at specific hours of the day.
Introduction
Under tropical climate solar radiation is a very fluctuating data, notably because of numerous clouds. Fast changes in the local meteorological conditions, as observed in tropical climate can provoke large variation of solar radiation. The amplitude of these variations can reach 800W/m² and occur within a short time interval, from few seconds to few minutes according to the geographical location. These variations depend on the clouds size, speed and number. Rapid variations of solar energy induce rapid and large variations of the output of solar systems, such as photovoltaic solar cells (PV) used for electrical production, due to their very short response time [5] . Therefore in power distribution grids with high density of PV, rapid fluctuations of the produced electrical power can appear, leading to unpredictable variations of node voltage and power in electric networks. In small grids as they exist on islands (such as in Guadeloupe, FWI) such fluctuations can cause instabilities. Hence management of the electrical network and of the alternative power sources requires a better identification of these small time scales variations. This stresses the need for power system operators to develop real time estimation tools for such disturbances in order to anticipate power shortages and power surges.
Solar global radiation measurements
Our global solar radiations measurements were performed in Guadeloupe, an island in the West Indies which is located at 16°15 N latitude and 60° 30 W longitudes. In such a tropical zone, solar radiation is an important climatic data to be taken into account as the daily average for the solar load for a horizontal surface is around 5 kWh/m². A constant sunshine combined with the thermal inertia of the ocean makes the air temperature variation quite weak, between 17°C and 33°C with an average of 25°C to 26°C. Relative humidity ranges from 70% to 80% and the trade winds are relatively constant all along the year. The measurements used for this study is a one year data (2011) sampled at 1 Hz. The measurements made with two pyranometers from KIPP&ZONEN were recorded by a CAMPBELL SCIENTIFIC data logger.
Histograms definition using the Best Information Criteria
We consider a sample (h 1, ..., h i ,...,h n ) of n=365 daily histograms of k t based on a fixed partition of the clearness index range into l=20 intervals of equal length. Each histogram hi of k t has therefore l bins, say ) ,..., ( Here we study Information Criteria (ICs) based on the computation of a penalized opposite logarithm of the Maximum Likelihood (ML) [8] . Calculating the ML requires estimating the distribution. To this aim, we propose an original method of finding an optimal histogram for each solar signal [9] . This method is based on adaptive arithmetic coding [10] .
An Information Criterion for a parametric model is commonly written as follows: (1) where ML denotes the maximum value of the likelihood function of model Y, considering the observed data.
is the number of free parameters which increases with the complexity of the model and is a penalty function which varies according to the criterion: is equal to 2, and respectively for AIC (Akaike Information Criterion [8] ), BIC (Bayes Information Criterion [9] ) and (phi-beta criterion [12] ). For , must belong to to ensure good asymptotic properties.
allows the regularization of the ML behavior to avoid over-parameterization. Therefore the minimization of the criterion allows for compromise between data fitting and model complexity.
The choice of for criterion allows recovering the usual penalty of the other criteria ( and ). Particular values of and , imply that criterion has the same penalty as and criteria respectively:
Note that when then . In [10, 11] , the authors also introduce the following particular values of : (4) It is advisable to use criterion with between and . The authors even recommend that using with . As , the criterion penalizes more than the criterion.
Optimal partition and histogram estimation
Optimal Probability Density Function (PDF) estimation from a finite set of observation is a difficult problem. Let us suppose we have n observations realizations of a family of random variables pp having an unknown density . The most popular non-parametric methods of PDF estimation are kernel methods [13] and the histogram method [14] .
We are particularly interested in non-parametric framework to estimate the density using histograms. Our goal is to find optimal partition for each solar signal, thus we focus on continuous piecewise estimators using arithmetic coding [9] .
Let be an unknown density function defined on an interval . Given a partition of into intervals. Using , could be estimated in the ML sense by:
where denotes the indicator function of a set , is the number of data falling into and is the length of . The main problem of histogram selection is to determine which partition must be chosen in order to estimate with . Coq and al. [9] have developed a technique based on information criteria and the minimum length coding of data . This technique is based on two steps: (i) arithmetic coding and (ii) fixed length coding. We recall here the standard results of these developments. For more details, Interested readers can consult [9] for further details.
The Minimum Description Length principle [9] suggests choosing the partition that minimizes the following criterion to approximate by :
with (7) where is the maximum partition of into intervals of length .
According to (6) we estimate on each solar signal a density and an optimal partition . Figure 1 illustrates two examples of PDF estimation using the kernel density estimation method (KDE) based on normal density function (NDF) [14] , the histogram method and density estimation based on information criteria (BIC in the figure i.e. ).
The results are plotted with theoretical PDF. The first plot (see Figure. 1 a) shows a comparison on data generated by a combination of three uniform laws and the second plot (see Figure. 1 b) on data generated by combining three Gaussian laws.
Only the coefficient parameters have be defined for the Uniform mixture. Three parameters have to be defined for the Gaussian mixture: the coefficients , three means and three standard deviations .
We used 2000 realizations to generate the two examples. To estimate the PDF, the interval size of KDE and histogram methods are equal to for Uniform mixture and for Gaussian mixture. Figure 1 illustrates the approach using BIC criterion. It is comparable to the others and gives a good approximation. With this example we noted that, unlike the other methods, the IC based method offers the possibility of automatically obtaining the optimal partition by choosing the number of intervals and the length of each interval. In the sequel it will be important to consider that conditionally to the observed data,
is a probability vector on the finite set V={1,…,l}.
Time conditioned sequence of clearness index k t
For this study we have used a one-year (2011) measurement of global solar radiation with a time step of one second. For each day we calculate the time series of k t. . Each signal is considered from 7h to 17h and cut into sequences of two hours length. We obtain then five sequences of two hours (7200 experimental data for each sequence) per day :
7h-9h 9h-11h 11h-13h 13h-15h 15h-17h
We have then five matrix of 7200 x 365 on witch a classification will be performed. before we apply the BIC criterion on each set of 365 sequences to have the appropriate number of bins. the figure 2 below show the histogram of the estimated optimum number of bins for the 365 sequences of k t from 7h to 9h. for this sequence we will use the most probable value as the number of bins. Figure 2 . for each time seriese of kt , the BIC criterion estimates the appropriate number of bins to describe the pdf of the given time series. the histogram of the 365 values is then used to chose the most probable value of bind to describe the experimental pdf of kt.
results of classification
We apply a kmeans algorithm on the pdf ok the time conditioned k t. The mean classes for each time period are shown on figure 3. We can notice that the number of class is highly time dependent: 7h-9h : 4 classes of k t 9h-11h The first class is composed of monomodal distributions of k t having a maximum occurrence value around k t =0.75 (Figure 3 ). These distributions are representative of clear sky conditions, that is sequences of solar radiation with very few clouds and thus a very slow dynamic.
The second class is composed of monomodal distributions of k t having a maximum around k t =0.75 but with heavier tails compared to distributions of class 1. This is representative of sequences with an important solar radiation with some clouds corresponding to a medium level dynamic.
The third class is composed of monomodal distributions of k t having a maximum value for k t =0.1. These distributions are representative of completely cloudy sky conditions with big size clouds having a slow speed so that the dynamical level is weak. In that case the solar radiation is mainly scattered by clouds.
The fourth class is composed of bimodal distributions of kt. They have two maximum value, one around kt =0.25 and the other one around kt =0.75 (Figure 8 ). These distributions are representative of sequences with an important sunshine combined with a large number of small clouds with high speed of passages and thus with high dynamic level.
Conclusion
In this work, we have led a statistical analysis of time dependent global solar radiation sequences in Guadeloupe (F.W.I.) located in the East part of the lesser Antilles. In this analysis we have used solar radiation data measured at 1 hz. We have classified time conditioned probability density functions (pdf) of the clearness index k t . To ensure that the experimental probability density function (pdf) is well defined we have use the best information criterion to find the appropriate number of bins for each considered time period. Thus we have applied a classification algorithm based on the k-means method. This classification allowed to identify different regimes of solar radiation at specific hours of the day. It is shown that the number of class is highly time dependent; it seem that during 9h to 13h the obtained classes correspond mostly to clear sky conditions.
